
The Blood Mage

You start with these moves:

Blood Weapon 
When you quickly forge a temporary weapon out of your own exposed blood, describe 
your weapon and spend 2 HP. 
Choose one range for the weapon: 
•  Hand, Close, Reach

Choose one additional tag for the weapon: 
•  Messy, Forceful, Precise, Thrown
When you harm an opponent with a Blood Weapon, deal an additional +1d6 damage. 
If your opponent was living and the weapon was not thrown, heal 1 HP. 
Your weapon will be destroyed after use. 

Transfusion
When you spend several minutes absorbing the blood of your fallen enemies, roll+CON.   
✴On a 10+: The blood empowers you. Heal 2d6 HP. 
✴On a 7-9:  As a 10+ but only heal half. 

Vampiric Touch
When you touch a target’s wound and siphon their blood, roll+CON.   
✴On a 10+: You deal 1d6 damage and heal that much.
✴On a 7-9:  You deal 1d6 damage.
✴On a 6-:    You take 1d6 damage and your opponents heal that much. 

exquisite taste  
You have developed the ability to sense unique subtleties in blood. When you taste blood that 
is not your own, you may ask the GM “Who and what does this blood belong too?”. You will 
be able to determine when and where the owner is as long as they are within Near of you. You 
can even sense them through walls or other blocking objects.   

Choose one drive.

⃞Risk Taker
Survive when the odds are against you. 

⃞Power Overwhelming
Display your superiority over a formidable foe.  

⃞Responsibility
Pay the price to protect others. 

Choose one background.

⃞Noble Lineage
Somewhere in your bloodline's past lies the taint of vampiric blood. 
Start with an additional 100 coins. Anyone who finds out about 
your dark lineage may seek to destroy you or use their knowledge 
against you. 

⃞Cultist
Take +1 to Spout Lore and Discern Realities about dark rituals 
or forbidden knowledge. Tell the GM how you know what you do. 

⃞Hunted
When you enter a new area, you can always ask the GM “Where is 
a safe place for me to hide or get lost?”, there is always such a place. 

   

   Fill in the name of one of your companions in at least one:
_________ and I are blood brothers. 
_________ has equisite blood. I hope to see more of it.
_________ is more blood thirsty than I am.

Drive

Damage Armor HP Current
MAX

Your Max HP is 20

Strength

STR

Dexterity

DEX

Constitution

CON

Intelligence

INT

Wisdom

WIS

Charisma

CHA

Choose a name or make your own:
Red, Cruor, Sanguis, Blut, Akai, Krov, Seras, Damu
Ketsueki, Chishio, Gjak, Crow, Veren, Darah, Vlad
Mary, Zhufor, Xipe, Roose, Shiro, Gant, Malek, Tara

Starting Moves

Assign these scores to your stats: +2,  +1,  +1,  +0,  +0,  -1

Level
XP

Background

Bonds

20
d8
d6

Choose a race or make your own:
Human, Elf, Dwarf, Halfing, Half-Elf
Lizardfolk, Orc, Gnome, Goblin, Hobgoblin 
Tiefling, Catfolk, Kobold, Aasimar, Naga
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Name Race Look
Choose one for each or make your own:
Stylish Hair, Undercut, Shaved Head, _________
Goggles, Tinted Glasses, Piercings, ___________
Long Red Coat, Covered in Bandages,  ________



Your load is 8+Str. Your starting gear is: 
•  Dungeon Rations (5 uses, 1 weight)
•  Adventuring Gear (5 uses, 1 weight)
•  Leather Armor (1 armor, 1 weight)
•  Bandages (3 Uses, Slow, 0 Weight)
•  8 coins

Choose one method of drawing blood:
 ⃞ Spiked Ring (Concealed, 0 weight)
 ⃞ Small Ceremonial Knife (Hand, 1 weight)
 ⃞ Sharpened Metal Claws (Hand, 1 weight)

Advanced Moves

Gear

When you gain a level from 2–5, choose from these moves.

⃞Bloody Mantle 
When you shroud yourself in blood, gain +3 armor and lose 2 HP. The armor 
lasts until you rest, and does not stack with itself. If you take more than 8 damage 
in a single attack, the armor is destroyed.  

⃞Burning Blood
When your blood leaves your body, it lights on fire and gains the Flaming tag. 
You are unaffected by the flame.  

⃞Crimson Barrier
When you create a large barrier of blood, roll any number of d6, you lose that 
much HP. You form and shape a barrier of crystallized blood that has all of the 
HP you spent. The barrier counts as having 4 armor and will persist until you 
disperse it or it is destroyed.    

⃞Hemokinetic Tendrils 
When you create long prehensile tendrils out of your own exposed blood, 
spend 1 HP per tendril. The tendrils extend to a range of Near and are capable 
of hanging, grabbing, and pulling. 

⃞Blood of all Trades
When you create a small object out of crystallized blood (tools / keys / chains 
/ etc), describe how and spend 1 HP. The object is created. 

⃞Siphon
When you touch a willing ally and exchange blood with them, choose a transfer 
amount and roll+WIS.   
✴On a 10+: You may freely give them any amount of your HP, or take any 
amount of their HP.
✴On a 7-9:  You overdo it. After choosing the amount to transfer, roll an additional 
1d6 and also transfer that amount. 

⃞leech
You no longer need to touch someone to use Vampiric Touch. Instead you may 
use it on any wounded target in Near.  

⃞I can Hear the BEat
You have the ability to clearly hear heartbeats in nearby living creatures. You can 
determine when heartbeats are slowing and speeding up, as well as how close 
they are to you. 

When you gain a level from 6-10, choose from these moves or the level 2-5 
moves.

⃞Hemorrhage
When you violently explode a large quantity of exposed blood, roll+WIS. 
✴On a 10+: The blood explodes, 2d6 damage to anything within Reach of the blast.
✴On a 7-9:  As a 10+ but you draw unwelcome attention or put yourself in a spot. 

⃞Blood Angel
When you form wings of blood and take to the skies, spend 4 HP. You may fly 
as long as you maintain concentration. 

⃞Hemoinfusion
When you infuse your blood into a bleeding opponent, spend 1d6 HP and 
roll+WIS.
✴On a 10+: You may control their movements and actions for as long as you focus. 
✴On a 7-9:  As a 10+ but the effect only lasts for a few moments. 

⃞Through the Cracks
When you form your body into a pure pool of blood, roll+CON.   
✴On a 10+: You are now an entity of pure blood. You may sneak under doors, 
squeeze through tight spaces, and travel through bars and cages like water. You 
may reform into your original shape at will. 
✴On a 7-9:  As a 10+ but Choose 1.
•  You are not able to completely reform. Lose 1d6 HP.
•  You draw unwelcome attention or put yourself in a spot. 

⃞Coagulation
Your Bloody Mantle and Crimson Barrier moves have +2 armor. 

⃞A Little Goes A Long Way
When you use your hemokinetic powers to draw blood, spend 1d6 HP to make 
every living opponent you can see lose 2 HP and begin to bleed. 

⃞I Drink It Up
Requires: Leech, Replaces: Vampiric Touch
When you leech blood from every bleeding enemy you can see, roll+CON.   
✴On a 10+: They all lose 1d6 HP. You heal the amount lost. 
✴On a 7-9:  You don’t heal, but they still take damage. 

Coins


